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START A CONVERSATION TODAY BY CALLING YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER  
OR 800.442.2568

At the Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis, our members are our business partners. 
That’s why they are the focus of everything we do, and we are fully invested in their success. 
Our experts are committed to partnering with members to develop customized solutions to meet 
their unique business needs.

ADVANCES
 ■ Customized advance 

structures to profitably 
finance growth and 
manage interest rate risk

 ■ Reliable same-day 
funding 
 
 
 
 

ADVANTAGE MPP
 ■ Purchasing fixed-rate 

mortgages from 5-30 years
 ■ Simple pricing structure 

with only one loan-level 
price adjustment

 ■ Benefit of income 
potential to members that 
sell high-quality loans 
through the Lender Risk 
Account (LRA) 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
 ■ Programs to 

promote affordable 
rental housing, 
homeownership, 
neighborhood 
improvement, and 
accessibility modification

 ■ Low-cost and long-term 
funding for local 
economic development

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS.  
SERVING COMMUNITIES.
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The elections are over – at 
least for the most part. The 
Republicans will have the 
majority in the U.S. House, 
and the Democrats will 
control the U.S. Senate. 
Here in Michigan the 
Democrats had a clean 
sweep and have the majority 
in both the state House 
and the state Senate. They 
control the Governor’s 
office, the AG’s office and 
the Secretary of State. They also have the majority 
on the supposedly non-partisan Supreme Court. The 
CBM has solid relationships with legislators on both 
sides of the aisle and we supported candidates who 
won in both parties so we will remain a strong and 
effective voice for your bank. We will be playing a 
lot of defense in the next few years trying to make 
sure that legislators are informed about the economic 
impacts on Michigan businesses and our residents 
in any proposed legislation. Our relationship with 
GCSI is always important but it will really pay 
dividends for us and for your bank over the next two 
years. Advocacy is going to be very important, and we 
can only be effective with your support of the CBM 
PAC and your support in attending events when we 
need you to represent your community. 

Speaking of events – we have a lot of awesome events 
on tap for your bank in 2023.The first major event will 
be the Economic Outlook Summit on February 3rd 
at the Henry Center in Lansing. We hope many of 
you can join us for ICBA Live in Hawaii March 12th-
16th. The Michigan Bank Directors’ College will be 
held on March 28th at the Henry Center in Lansing. 
Join us in Washington D.C. for the ICBA Capital 
Summit May 2nd-5th.  Mark your calendars for the 
Folds of Honor Golf Event at American Dunes on 
Monday, June 12th. Last year’s event was incredible, 
and you will not want to miss it this year. The CBM 
is bringing back our exceptional credit training 
program and it is new and improved. You have been 
telling us how much you want this program, and we 
have a bigger and better program rolling out for you 
starting March 21st. We will take 20-25 people for 
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president’s corner
We are winding down another good year in the 

banking industry. Interest rates have increased 
– maybe a bit too fast – which has helped improve 
bank interest margins. The economy, while likely 
headed to a recession, has been more resilient than 
we thought it would be at the beginning of the year. 
Credit quality has remained high, and banks are in 
a very strong financial position and prepared to take 
on any bumps in the road in 2023. The CU industry 
–let’s just say their years of poor lending practices, 
lack of interest rate management acumen, and lack of 
good business judgement are finally starting to catch 
up with them. Their long-term low rate consumer 
and commercial lending is starting to put them in 
an interest rate squeeze. They are showing signs of 
deteriorating credit quality and I am getting the sense 
the CU industry will be the modern-day equivalent 
of the S&L crisis of the 1980’s. None of us will lose 
any sleep worrying about their issues. 

Some Fintechs are getting their comeuppance too. 
The crypto meltdown of FTX and a number of 
other cyber coin companies and exchanges is another 
reminder for our country of just how important the 
stability and the safety and soundness of our banks 
is to our collective economic well-being. Congress 
is looking into the fraud and corruption of many 
Fintechs involved in the PPP program. They flushed 
billions of dollars of PPP funds down the drain, 
lending to fraudulent companies because they did not 
know their borrowers. Their greed is on full display 
as Congress digs into those Fintechs who cost the 
country the most money. The Washington Post just 
released an article on their research into Fintech fraud. 
Here is an excerpt from the article - Congressional 
investigators  last year  came to identify  six firms  in 
particular – Blueacorn, BlueVine, Cross River Bank, 
Celtic Bank, Kabbage and Womply – that they 
believed were associated with potentially fraudulent 
loans. Their report released Thursday, December 1st, 
issued after the committee requested an intricate 
series of records from these and other companies, 
shed new light on what Rep. James Clyburn 
described as troubling business practices that have 
cost the government immensely. This is going to be 
fun to watch – the Fintechs were going to put us out 
of business – well they seem to be self-destructing. 

Michael J. Tierney
CBM President & CEO



the program so make sure you register your up-and-
coming future lenders right away. These are just a 
few examples of the programming the CBM and the 
ICBA have available in 2023. Be sure to check out 
our training and events overview on page 33 for a 
more comprehensive list of what is coming. 

We are blessed to live in this great country and this 
great state!! Here at the CBM we are blessed to be 
able to represent you and your bank and our associate 
members. Banking is a noble profession that helps 
people live better lives and helps communities thrive. 
We are thankful for the support we get from our 
banks and our associate members. We would rather 
count our blessings than focus on our fears. The last 

two years have been the two most successful years 
in the history of the CBM and we owe our back-
to-back incredibly successful years to you. Your 
support truly makes the difference.  We wish you a 
very happy and safe holiday season and we hope for
another prosperous year for Michigan banks and our 
associate members in 2023!

Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays to you and 
your family!!!!!

president’s corner
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Join the largest 
bank network 
in America

Nellie Szczech
EVP, Institutional Relationships 
315.383.9648
nellie@bhg-inc.com 
BHGBank.Network/MIA
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December creates a natural opportunity for 
reflection, and as I look back on our efforts over 

the past year, I’m struck by one core truth: It’s the 
people who make the bank. 

Community banking is about so much more 
than transactions. It is made up of the spirit of 
community, deep and personal relationships, and 
customer trust. Our people—committed, connected, 
caring—continue to differentiate us as community 
banks and keep our organization relationship-first 
and mission-centric. 

As we grow and respond to today’s environment, 
one of our greatest challenges and opportunities 
is cultivating the next generation of leaders. As 
hiring organizations, we are looking for skillsets 
that extend beyond technical knowledge to a 
values-based ideology that prioritizes personal 
relationships, customer service and community. 
We are relationship businesses that are looking for 
professional relationship builders. 

Thankfully, in this digital landscape, we have more 
opportunity than ever to cultivate the exact talent 
we need. While many positions remain vital on 
an in-person level, some roles allow for off-site 
work options, meaning that you now have a larger 
applicant pool at your disposal. You can remotely 
engage a tenured community banking professional 
to complement your team on the ground. You can 
expand your search for positions that are hard 
to source in your market, or look for expertise in 
particular technical skillsets. You can broaden your 
ability to hire the best and brightest staff both in 
market and out. 

How we hire, retain, 
recruit and advance our 
missions amid momentous 
change will remain a key 
topic for community bank 
leaders and will influence 
our plans for the future. 
But as the year closes, 
now is the time to take a 
collective breath, celebrate 
our successes and recharge, 
so that come Jan. 2, we’re 
renewed, ready to write 
our next chapters and fully 
prepared to embrace new possibilities. 

In that spirit, on behalf of the entire team at ICBA,
I wish you a very happy holiday season and new year!

Connect with Rebeca at @romerorainey

Rebeca Romero Rainey
President and CEO

of ICBA

Flourish
By Rebeca Romero Rainey, President and CEO of ICBA

“How we hire, retain, recruit and advance 
our missions amid momentous change 
will remain a key topic for community 

bank leaders and will influence our plans 
for the future.”

Where I’ll be this month
I’ll be meeting with the team at TCM Bank 
in Tampa, making a visit to our Sauk Centre, 
Minn., office, and just like you, finishing 
budgeting, taking a deep breath and then 
jumping right into 2023. 



Community banking is
the American story.

©2021 Performance Trust Capital Partners, LLC. All rights reserved. Member FINRA/SIPC. performancetrust.com

Gary Penrose, Managing Director—Investment Banking            Sean Collins, Director—Balance Sheet Strategy

(312) 521-1607 + gpenrose@performancetrust.com (312) 521-1491 + scollins@performancetrust.com

We exist to arm your team with insights, strategies and 
tools, to make more objective, confident decisions,  
so you can remain the heartbeat of your community  

for generations to come.



Community banking is about serving the greater 
good. As community continuators, we are part 

of something bigger than ourselves. We support civic 
clubs, Lions Clubs, the Relay for Life, our local schools 
and so much more, because these issues matter to the 
communities we serve. 

Month after month, we’re called to support any 
number of great causes, and we step up to the plate, 
because community bankers embody what it means to 
operate in a culture of service.  

Thankfully, this give-back philosophy helps drive 
employee engagement and loyalty. People want to 
be a part of something bigger than themselves, and 
community banks provide that opportunity. We not 
only encourage but expect our team members to be 
out in the community, serving on boards, civic clubs 
and even in city government. There is no one better to 
help lead a community than those who know it best—
its local community bankers.

As we close out the year, I hope we’ll all take the time 
to be thankful that we work in the best 
industry on earth. Community bankers 
from every level of the organization carry 
the title of a protector of Main Street, 
serving small business owners, farmers, 
community leaders and consumers to 
the best of our ability every day. Any 
time you come across a local event in 
your community, I guarantee you will 
see a local community bank behind it
all, and that is what makes me so proud 
to be a community banker.

We community bankers are one huge 
family serving millions of customers 
across this country. What we collectively 
achieve together we could never do 
alone, and I am so thankful for that. It 
is an honor to serve alongside all of you 
and tell our stories together. 

I wish everyone a merry 
Christmas and a prosperous 
2023. This year has brought 
us much success; let us never 
forget where our blessings 
originate.

My Top Three
Year-end tips:
1. Use social media to tell 

your community bank’s 
story of service.

2. Send a handwritten 
thank you note to every member of your team.

3. Be thankful for your success and our ability to 
serve our fellow humans. 

Connect with Brad at @BradMBolton

Brad M. Bolton is president and CEO of Community 
Spirit Bank in Red Bay, Ala.

We  E x i s t  t o  I m p r ove
Yo u r  B o t t o m  L i n e

SRM has saved our clients more than 

$5 billion through vendor contract 

optimization services backed by 30 years of 

benchmarking data.

Our advisory services help community banks 

reinvest their contract savings into strategic 

growth initiatives, enhanced technology, and 

improved customer experiences.

L e t  S R M  B e  Pa r t  o f  Yo u r  S u c c e s s  S t o r y
Learn how we can help & get industry insights at SRMcorp.com

from the chairman
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From the Top
By Brad M. Bolton, Chairman of ICBA

Brad Bolton
ICBA Chairman

“People want to be a part of something 
bigger than themselves, and community 

banks provide that opportunity.”



We do not offer tax or legal advice. Clients should confer with their qualified legal, tax and accounting advisors as 
appropriate. Estate Planning services are provided working in conjunction with your Estate Planning Attorney, Tax 

Attorney and/or CPA.  Consult them for specific advice on legal and tax matters.
Securities, investment advisory and financial planning services offered through qualified Registered Representatives Securities, investment advisory and financial planning services offered through qualified Registered Representatives 

of MML Investors Services, LLC. Member SIPC, Supervisory office: 3000 Town Center, Suite 3100, Southfield, Ml 
48075. Supervisory phone number: (248) 357-7600 Podium Risk Management is not a subsidiary of MML Investors 

Services, LLC or its affiliated companies. CRN202508-2800501

Investments and/or insurance products offered · ARE NOT insured by the FDIC or any other federal government 
agency · ARE NOT bank deposits or other obligations of or guaranteed by the bank · ARE subject to investment 

risks, including the possible loss of principal amount invested.  



insurance + financial services

Earlier this year an article in my column discussed the current trends in renewing 
bank insurance coverages with an emphasis on cyber issues, primarily multi-factor 
authentication (MFA).  Cyber related issues are continuing to elevate with clients 
as well as through industry forums. 

In industry discussions and with feedback from Debbie McManigle of HUB 
Financial Services, there are areas consistently being addressed that are worth 
revisiting.

During the pandemic most carriers began raising premium rates on cyber coverage 
based primarily on what the industry saw as two potential initial areas of concern:

 • A significant percentage of employees working remotely.

 • An increase in ransomware claims.

As we work our way out of the pandemic environment, we realize it wasn’t the 
pandemic related issues that caused the overall increase in claims. It was increases in phishing emails, poor 
user practices and lack of strong cyber security controls. Poor practices and lack of strong cyber controls were 
the result of a predictable insurance industry knee-jerk reaction. Many carriers would not offer cyber coverage 
or would offer it at significantly increased premium levels. Application forms became more comprehensive and 
internal controls are more mandated. Although ransomware claims have risen over the past few years, they 
have not exceeded the number of other cyber related claims in terms of number or frequency. From a dollar 
amount, severity and reputation prospective they can be more costly.

Some banks delayed implementations of the controls insurance carriers required. One contributing factor 
was cyber audits and exam reports that were presented to banks indicating internal cyber controls as being 
“adequate”. Unfortunately, they were not correctly aligned with protocols insurance carriers were demanding.  
A rapid adoption of stricter controls would likely have reduced losses and may have curbed the dramatic 
premium increases banks have experienced over the past 18 months.

One continued area of concern for many banks is the lack of adequate multi-factor authentication (MFA) 
controls, even yet today. It cannot be emphasized enough the importance in this area. Not only will this mitigate
risk and the potential for loss, but also assure much needed availability of adequate insurance coverages.

There is good news. Coupled with premium increases as well as the result of the application mandates and 
minimum cyber security requirements required by carriers, there has been a “settling down” of the cyber 
insurance market.  The market is seeing flatter premium increases and is returning to an environment where 
there are more competitors offering aggressive pricing for banks with a strong internal cyber security control. 

There are carriers in the marketplace which have introduced broadened cyber forms to modernize the language 
to reflect today’s digital age. Thus far these carriers are surplus lines and use non-admitted policy forms, but
it is an encouraging trend.

The industry leader in cyber coverage continues to be Travelers. Travelers is a well-known brand with an 
excellent reputation in claims. They handle all lines of coverage including cyber claims and are a preferred 
partner of ICBA and the CBM.

Travelers offers a robust cyber policy form that responds to the needs of financial institutions pre and post 
cyber incident.  The majority of claims continues to stem from phishing emails that lead to the compromise of 
PII (personally identifiable information).  

James Harvin
Managing Director

and Principal
JLH Associates, LLC

Challenging Cyber Issues Remain

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

insurance + financial services
Finally, bank insurance representation, especially in the area of cyber, is more critical now than ever. Even 
the best local and regional commercial lines agencies lack internal bank insurance expertise in these highly 
specialized coverages. As good as these agencies may be in typical lines of commercial insurance, without 
specific internal expertise they are not equipped to adequately represent banks in today’s environment.

A financial institution insurance expert can evaluate risk and provide insurance coverage. Training on loss 
topics where insurance does not exist can help financial institutions strengthen controls to avoid out of 
pocket losses.  

The expertise that stands behind representation that specializes in these areas is equally important. CBM 
preferred partners, HUB (Debbie McManigle) and Travelers (Andrew Hatheway), both provide a team of
risk consultants, loss control and in-house attorneys. 

An example of this type of expertise and support is, outside of just issuing a policy, Travelers participates with 
CBM/Travelers bank clients as a group 
or on a one-on-one basis providing cyber 
meetings addressing a bank’s obligations 
and liabilities that may result from a 
compromise of personally identifiable 
information. 

For more information contact Kate Angles 
at Community Bankers of Michigan, 
kateangles@cbofm.org or 517.336.4430 or 
James Harvin, jharvin@jlhassociatesllc.com
or 517.351.4158.

About the Author: 
Mr. Harvin brings over 45 years’ experience in the 
insurance and financial services industry working 
with banks and bank agencies. He is a frequent speaker 
locally and at industry conferences. Clients include 
financial institutions in many states, state banking 
trade associations as well as representing clients in the 
insurance and financial services industry.
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The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB) recent announcement of an 
enforcement action against a large depository financial institution for assessing so-
called “back-end junk fees” in connection with transactions that overdraft consumer 
deposit accounts makes it clear that overdraft fees are once again under the microscope.  
Class action litigators have seized this opportunity to try to find financial institutions 
that may have the same overdraft processing issues as Regions Bank, the target of 
the recent enforcement action. On September 28, 2022 the CFPB announced that it
was ordering Regions Bank to refund at least $141 million dollars in overdraft fees to 
its customers, and that the bank would have to pay a fine of $50 million for repeated 
offenses involving improperly assessed overdraft fees.
In a press release dated October 26, 2022 that accompanied the issuance 
of its Circular 2022-06, Unanticipated Overdraft Fee Assessment Practices
(www.consumerfinance.gov/compliance/circulars/consumer-financial-protection-
circular-2022-06-unanticipated-overdraft-fee-assessment-practices/), the CFPB 
highlighted its “Junk Fee Initiative.”  In February of 2022, the CFPB had published in the Federal Register a 
public request for information about consumers’ experiences with financial institution fees.  This request apparently 
garnered thousands of responses that highlight the issues that many consumers have experienced with overdraft 
fees.  With Circular 2022-06, the CFPB has established its position that the way some financial institutions assess 
fees and charges in connection with transactions that overdraw a consumer deposit account can be unfair, and may 
even be illegal.
The thrust of the CFPB Circular is the problems that some consumers have in understanding when overdraft 
fees will be assessed against their account because of the complex way that some electronic debit transactions are
processed.  These “authorized positive/settled negative” (ASPN) overdraft fees are incurred when the consumer’s 
financial institution uses the “available balance” method for determining whether an overdraft has occurred
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Michael Kus
CBM Legal Consultant

Overdraft Fees Again Under the Microscope

legal corner

(continued on next page)

REGISTRATION IS OPEN!
ICBA LIVE is your destination for the 
latest in community bank education and 
innovation. Network with fellow community 
bankers, hear from inspiring speakers, and 
soak up the latest industry insights and 
fintech solutions. 

REGISTER TODAY

ICBA.ORG/LIVE

MARCH 12-16HAWAII
HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE



legal corner
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(as opposed to using the “ledger balance,” sometimes referred to as the “actual balance”).  Through its Junk Fee 
Initiative, the CFPB has been made aware of numerous instances where a debit transaction that was authorized 
on a positive available balance results in an overdraft charge because another transaction, such as a recurring 
preauthorized debit, is debited against the account before the initially authorized debit transaction settles.  When 
the resulting overdraft fee is added to the mix, the available balance is further reduced, potentially causing other 
transactions to also overdraw the account, thereby exacerbating the consumer’s problem.  The CFPB’s position is that 
consumers’ lack of understanding about the difference between the available balance and the ledger/actual balance, 
when transactions are authorized versus when they actually settle, and the effect that intervening transactions and 
the posting of overdraft fees have on the consumer’s account balance, leads to the imposition of “surprise” over-
draft fees.
In the Circular, the CFPB reminds depository financial institutions that the federal Consumer Financial 
Protection Act (CFPA, which was part of the Dodd-Frank Act) authorizes the CFPB to take action against 
financial institutions whose conduct in connection with a consumer transaction constitutes an “unfair, deceptive, 
or abusive act or practice.”  Under the CFPA, “an act or practice is unfair when: (1) it causes or is likely to cause 
substantial injury to consumers that is not reasonably avoidable by consumers; and (2) the injury is not outweighed 
by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition” (12 U.S.C §§ 5531 and 5536).

The CFPB provides a succinct description in its Circular about why it believes overdraft fees can be deemed to 
violate this prohibition:

An unanticipated overdraft fee occurs when financial institutions assess overdraft fees on transactions that 
a consumer would not reasonably expect would give rise to such fees. The CFPB has observed that in many 
circumstances, financial institutions have created serious obstacles to consumers making informed decisions 
about their use of overdraft services. Overdraft practices are complex—and differ among institutions. Even 
if a consumer closely monitors their account balances and carefully calibrates their spending in accordance 
with the balances shown, they can easily incur an overdraft fee they could not reasonably anticipate because 
financial institutions use processes that are unintelligible for many consumers and that consumers cannot 
control. Though financial institutions may provide disclosures related to their transaction processing and 
overdraft assessment policies, these processes are extraordinarily complex, and evidence strongly suggests
that, despite such disclosures, consumers face significant uncertainty about when transactions will be posted to 
their account and whether or not they will incur overdraft fees.

(continued from previous page)

TRUSTED 
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• Tailored Partner Programs 

• Innovative Solutions

• Payment Partnerships

Let’s talk about how you can attract and retain 
more business clients.

Create new revenue streams with minimal risk 
by offering merchant services to your business 
customers. Our partnerships are created for your 
financial institution to aid portfolio expansion, 
enhanced client retention, and yearly revenue 
growth.

Contact Matt Today
Matt Stefancic

910-601-9920

mstefancic@emscorporate.com



The Circular provides examples of the sequences of transactions that can incur overdraft fees that the CFPB
deems to be potentially unfair and in violation of the Consumer Financial Protection Act.  These examples illustrate 
the CFPB’s position, which is stated in the Circular:

Consumers are likely to reasonably expect that a transaction that is authorized at point of sale with 
sufficient funds will not later incur overdraft fees. Consumers may understand their account balance based 
on keeping track of their expenditures, or increasingly through the use of mobile and online banking, where 
debit card transactions are immediately reflected in mobile and online banking balances. Consumers may 
reasonably assume that when they have sufficient available balance in their account at the time they entered 
into the transaction, they will not incur overdraft fees for that transaction. But consumers generally cannot 
reasonably be expected to understand and thereby conduct their transactions to account for the delay 
between authorization and settlement—a delay that is generally not of the consumers’ own making but is the 
product of payment systems. Nor can consumers control the methods by which the financial institution will 
settle other transactions—both transactions that precede and that follow the current one—in terms of the 
balance calculation and ordering processes that the financial institution uses, or the methods by which prior
deposits will be taken into account for overdraft fee purposes.

As the foregoing citations illustrate, the 
CFPB is taking the position that because the 
payment system is so complex, and the timing 
of the various payment processes is beyond 
consumers’ control, the way some financial 
institutions currently assess overdraft fees is 
unfair to consumers.  As a recent spate of class 
action lawsuits makes clear, some litigators 
are betting that judges and juries might agree.  
Some of the most recent class action filings 
have even included references to the CFPB’s 
stated position regarding overdraft fees in 
connection with APSN transactions.

The risk posed to financial institutions by 
the improper handling of overdraft fees can 
be considerable, as illustrated by the massive 
refunds the CFPB is requiring Regions Bank 
to pay, together with the $50 million fine.  
The costs associated with potentially losing 
or having to settle a class action lawsuit can 
also be quite substantial.  Needless to say, 
reputational risk also comes into play.

In order to properly evaluate the risk posed by 
its overdraft policies and procedures, financial 
institutions are encouraged to review not 
only their account agreements and related 
disclosures, but also the actual processes and 
procedures that are used for determining the 
account balance for purposes of determining 
whether an overdraft has occurred.

Disclosures about overdraft balance 
calculations should be clear, and should 
identify whether the method uses the

legal corner
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THE INTUITIVE DIFFERENCE
Secure, scalable, & reliable managed 

support for community banks

Backup & Disaster Recovery
Network Infrastructure
24x7 Emergency Support
Managed Compliance & Risk

Select only the services you need

Security & Compliance
Cloud Services
Collaboration
vCIO Services

See what Intuitive Managed Support can do for your bank
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“available balance” or the “ledger/actual balance.”  If items are being memo-posted (that is, if they are being 
authorized on the available balance, but are not finalized until a later time), that should also be made clear.  The 
effect that the posting of overdraft fees and other account fees will have on the available balance should also be 
clearly explained.  Some financial institutions include an example of a sequence of transactions that results in an 
overdraft as a way of illustrating their policy, which can help clarify a complex overdraft balance calculation.

Equally important, financial institutions must ensure that the policies and procedures described in their account 
disclosure actually reflect the policies and procedures used to determine overdrafts. A number of financial 
institutions have allowed their policies and procedures to fall out of synch with their disclosures, which has resulted 
in enforcement actions and mandatory refunds of overdraft fees.  Senior management is strongly encouraged to
be sure that when backroom operations are modified in any way, that care is taken to ensure that related consumer 
disclosures are adjusted accordingly, and that frontline personnel are made aware of the implications of any change.

When evaluating overdraft practices, the approach outlined by the CFPB in its Circular is also the approach that 
is being taken by the other regulatory authorities, including the Federal Reserve Board, the OCC, the FDIC, and 
the NCUA.  The complexity of the underlying processes is at the root of the regulator’s concerns.  No matter how 
clear a deposit account agreement or an overdraft policy disclosure may be, if a regulator – or a judge and jury in 
a class action lawsuit – believes that the process is unfair or deceptive because it is too difficult for a consumer to 
reasonably understand, then that policy poses a substantial risk that must be weighed against the benefits of the 
related fee income.
Today, there are myriad ways that consumers can debit or credit their accounts, including paper check, e-check, 
debit card, one-time ACH transaction, or by setting up preauthorized transfers and automatic deposits.  This 
underlying complexity, taken together with the near-instantaneous posting of transactions on modern mobile 
banking applications, has led us to this point.  While there is no question that modern financial transactions are 
complex, when that complexity is coupled with an equally complex method for calculating an account balance 
for purposes of assessing overdraft fees, there is an increased likelihood that such a policy will come under the 
microscope of regulators or class-action litigators.  Be sure your overdraft practices can withstand the scrutiny.

(continued from previous page)
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Michigan 
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THE PERFECT 
COMBINATION
Trion and your bank
Trion’s PEO offering can reduce the stress and burden 
of managing complex HR functions, allowing you to 
stay focused on banking. Put one of the most trusted 

Professional Employer Organizations to work for your bank. 

Visit relyontrion.com.

Preferred Partner
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Fourth Quarter Rally
Some suggestions on how to wrap up 2022
By Jim Reber, ICBA Securities

The word “rally” can be used for a number of purposes and in different contexts. For instance, it could mean a 
long-distance auto race over varying surfaces and involving stages and checkpoints. It could mean a gathering 
of supporters to generate enthusiasm and momentum for an individual or cause—we’ve seen plenty of these 
during this election cycle. 

It can also refer to a comeback from some type of challenge. It may be an improvement in one’s health. It 
could be a spurt of energy to enable the completion of a task. Finally, it might an analogy for sports or other 
competition in which a participant or team overcomes a deficit to snatch victory out of the grasp of defeat. 

This final example is the general theme of this column. I hasten to say that the community banking industry, 
by most measures, is doing quite well. I’ve consistently heard from bankers across this country this year that 
“earnings are good.” So if there’s any catching up to do, it’s not in banking fundamentals. It has to do with—
you guessed right—rising interest rates and the attendant drop in market values for your bonds. Here are a few 
ideas that may be worth considering as we approach year-end. 

Funding options
Suddenly, shockingly in some cases, community banks are having to consider using wholesale funds to manage 
their liquidity. This is an exercise that was fading in relevance in 2019 as loan demand was beginning to wane, 
and had been in oblivion since. Not now: FHLB’s issued more debt in the third quarter than they did in the 
first two quarters combined, most of which was used to finance new advances to community banks. 

And with a little effort, a bank can lock down attractive (which I admit is relative) terms on longer-duration 
borrowings. Even with 5%-plus yields available on shorter assets, low-4% costs can be secured for FHLB 
floating rate advances swapped to fixed, for five or so years. If you’re not inclined to execute a rate swap, 
traditional 3- to 7-year advances are generally less expensive than brokered CDs. This is, in part, compliments 
of the inverted yield curve. 

“Income deferral”
This subheading is shorthand for “sell assets at a loss in this fiscal year, reinvest into higher-yielding bonds, 
and make back the loss before your original bonds mature.” All accountants worth their salt (I think I’m one 
of them) understand that pushing income into the future is a wise move from a tax planning, and cash flow, 
standpoint. And, since all community banks own liquid assets at below-market rates (i.e., have unrealized 
losses) in a year in which they’re probably ahead of budget, the table is set for a classic holiday feast: tax swap.

What makes this strategy viable in many cases is the ability to book a net-of-tax loss, since selling bonds 
is considered an ordinary event for a community bank. When the proceeds are reinvested into tax-free 
instruments, the net loss often recouped in short order. Your brokers are capable of modeling a number of 
possible transactions to determine the best course of action. If you do go down this path, here are a couple of 
possible sales items that may work for you:

 • Short bullet bonds or out-of-the-money callables
 • Short (< 5 year) municipals (which are the domain of retail investors)
 • Odd lot MBS with several years of seasoning

And for all you S corps, this strategy works even better as your higher marginal tax rates allow you to avoid 
more income tax liability. 



Look around you 
If you’re inclined to sell out of some losing positions, but need to limit the impact on this year’s earnings, 
remember there may be other pieces of your balance sheet that can be sold at a profit. Not the least of these are 
floating rate assets such as SBA 7(a) loans.

The guaranteed portion of a 7(a) loan will likely adjust each quarter based on prime, which is 100% correlated 
with fed funds. They command large premia in the secondary market; it’s not uncommon to see a bid of over 
110 cents on the dollar. Plus, the lender/seller is required to retain the unguaranteed portion of the loan, and 
to service it as well. There are SBA lender service providers that can guide a community bank through the 
secondary market process.

Far from making up lost ground, use of some of these ideas can more correctly press your advantages into 2023 
and beyond. In a year of positive earnings pictures and solid credit quality, the fourth quarter could be the 
ideal time to set the stage for robust future periods. This holiday season, community bankers may be donning 
their rally caps.
Jim Reber (jreber@icbasecurities.com) is president and CEO of ICBA Securities, ICBA’s institutional, fixed-income broker-dealer for 
community banks.
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(continued on next page)

Newsweek Again Names ChoiceOne Bank “Best Small Bank in Michigan” 
ChoiceOne Recognized Three Consecutive Years 2021, 2022, 2023
Sparta, MI – ChoiceOne Financial Services, Inc., and ChoiceOne Bank (NASDAQ: COFS) 
(“ChoiceOne”) are pleased to announce ChoiceOne was once again ranked as Michigan’s Best 
Small Bank by Newsweek. ChoiceOne was recognized in Newsweek’s f irst-ever ranking of the 
country’s f inancial institutions that were best at serving their customers’ needs in 2021, and also 
recognized in 2022. Newsweek has once again named ChoiceOne as the Best Small Bank in 
Michigan for 2023.

“To stand out across the country as Michigan’s Best Small Bank for three consecutive years now, 
is a remarkable honor,” said ChoiceOne CEO Kelly Potes. “Our customers def initely rely on our 
digital banking platforms including mobile banking, mobile deposits, innovative payroll solutions, 
online loan applications, online account openings, Zelle®, and Plinqit - our digital mobile savings 
tool. While our tech-savy bank has a special culture that is driven by innovation, we are also 
extremely faithful to our mission to provide superior service, quality advice and show our utmost 
respect to everyone we meet. Our innovative strategies continue to allow us to offer our customers 
the best technology while still maintaining our personal approach to banking with our full-service 
branch network, Customer Service Center and multiple loan off ices.”

For the third year in a row, Newsweek Magazine has recognized ChoiceOne Bank as “America’s 
Best Banks” winner in the small bank category for Michigan. Best Bank winners were selected 
from thousands of f inancial institutions across the country and assessed on more than 50 separate 
factors, covering the overall health of the bank, customer service performance and features, digital 
and branch presence, account and loan options, interest rate offerings and fees. Best Small Bank 
in each state are less than $10 billion in assets and had to be among the f ive banks with the most 
branches in the state.

“ChoiceOne has a vision to be the best bank in Michigan,” said ChoiceOne President Michael J. 
Burke, Jr. “With this recognition by Newsweek as the Best Bank in Michigan, we are truly seeing 
our vision unfold. We remain focused on helping our customers succeed and our communities 
thrive. We continue to keep interest rates competitive, offer more advanced technology, and provide 
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First National Bank of St. Ignace Announces CEO Hire
St. Ignace, MI – The First National Bank of St. Ignace has announced that Fred 
Ryerse has been hired as its Executive Vice President & CEO beginning February 
1, 2023. “Fred brings a great wealth of banking and finance knowledge to us,” stated 
Prentiss M. Brown, Jr., Chairman of the Board. “His leadership of the executive 
management team will help to guide us forward through the many changes that 
are taking place in our industry,” added Chairman Brown. Ryerse has worked in 
financial services since 1980, most recently as the Chief Lending Officer for Patriot 
Federal Credit Union in south-central Pennsylvania. Ryerse stated “I am honored 
to serve the customers, employees and shareholders as the CEO. FNBSI is a critical 
piece of the economic infrastructure in the eastern Upper Peninsula. I look to build 
on the strong foundation and leadership that Jim North has provided to lead the 
bank forward.”
Fred’s great uncle Jack Ryerse was a long-time branch manager for the First National Bank office on Mackinac 
Island. Fred and his wife Kim are excited to begin the next chapter of their lives in the Straits of Mackinac area. 
James North, the current President & CEO, will remain as Bank President through his planned retirement in 
August, 2023, as well as to continue as a member of the Board of Directors after his retirement.

additional opportunities to meet face-to-face depending on our customers’ needs. And of course, 
we have our exceptional teams working across the state to thank for this honor. They continue to 
work with compassion and conf idence to help f ind f inancial solutions for the individuals, families, 
farmers and businesses in our communities.”

Fred Ryerse

(continued from previous page)
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The Community Bankers of Michigan welcomes the following new
associate member to the association. Thank you for supporting the
association and community banks with innovative products and services.

Adobe
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA  95110
Shantanu Narayen
919-809-9449

New CBM Associate Member Summary:

Adobe
Creativity is in our DNA.  Our game-changing innovations are redefining the possibilities of digital experience.  
We connect content and data and introduce new technologies that democratize creativity, shape the next 
generation of storytelling, and inspire entirely new categories of business.

Tammy McDowell 
President + Founder 

(906) 286-0808 

tmcdowell@maccreditcomp.com

Client-driven  
solutions to  
enhance credit,  
compliance +  
strategic growth 
processes for  
community banks.

We are seasoned community bankers, helping banks better 
manage risk to expand client relationships for long-term 
strategic growth, in turn, enhancing shareholder returns 
and strengthening communities. We tailor our solutions to 
your unique business — fully managing, assisting where 
needed, or coaching your teams to success. 

•  Credit administration management

•  Tailored compliance solutions

•  Turnkey operational + management support

Kelly W. George
CEO + Founder 

(906) 286-1445 

kgeorge@maccreditcomp.commaccreditcomp.com
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A close-up look at BHG’s eye-opening loan genealogy
by Dan Richard, VP, Predictive Analytics, BHG Financial
I’ve spent the past two decades analyzing and developing predictive credit models for decision-making in loan 
originations. While it’s a passion of mine, I don’t expect everyone to spend as much time considering BHG 
Financial’s loan origination process as I do.
Nonetheless, it’s a fascinating exercise when one considers all the science, technology, data, and human 
ingenuity that are deeply ingrained in the origination of each loan. In fact, our process is surprisingly like that 
of another item people may take for granted—a pencil.
I have long been inspired by “I, Pencil”, an essay published by economist Leonard Reed in 1958. There is also 
a children’s book adaptation by Connor Boyack that my three children adore.
In Reed’s essay, he speaks from the perspective of a pencil and says “Think about the world of activity that goes 
into making me. All the raw materials. The wood that was sawed and transported. The engineering that went 
into the logging truck. All the people and knowledge needed to mine graphite for the pencil lead and harvest 
rubber for erasers. All to make a pencil you can easily buy in any store.”
In that same respect, it takes a conflux of raw materials and human expertise from all over the world to make 
a high-performing loan that banks can easily buy on BHG’s Loan Hub. Allow me to narrate the genealogy of 
a BHG loan.
Continuing with the pencil metaphor, I will walk through the “manufacturing” process of BHG loans to 
highlight the thousands of data points and the human ingenuity we leverage to optimize our lending decision 
strategies.
Data—our raw material
BHG tends to target higher-income, more creditworthy individuals. Many of the borrowers we target are 
licensed professionals, doctors, engineers, CPAs, and attorneys with approximately 18-20 years of experience 
in their industries. We proactively reach out to those with 
whom we wish to transact, using marketing data from 
multiple internal and external sources to identify potential 
borrowers with the highest likelihood to respond, borrow, 
and pay.
Before we reach out to a prospect, we don’t necessarily know 
their actual income. So, we use marketing data companies 
to find estimates of a consumer’s income based on Census 
data and other survey data. We can also see in a marketing 
file if somebody has a professional license or a particular 
business association.
Data like that helps us figure out what type of marketing 
creative we’ll tag that consumer with. We also analyze public 
records to discover major events such as bankruptcies, tax 
liens, or other negative judgments.
We acquire and analyze any data point that can drive our 
understanding of who our customers are. For example, we 
know certain occupations have higher response rates to our 
marketing than others, while some occupations tend to have 
a higher level of risk. Taken together, all this intelligence 
in the marketing stage helps decide who should be on our 
mailing list.

Likelihood to respond, borrow, and pay
Every month, BHG reviews over 300 million 
records and analyzes the data of approximately 
100 million potential prospects who might fit 
our profile.

In addition to our own 21 years of loan data, 
we also buy data from 50+ external data 
providers. Ultimately, our discovery process 
seeks to answer the following questions with a 
high level of confidence:

What is a consumer’s likelihood to 
respond to our marketing?

Once they respond, what’s their 
likelihood to navigate the process and 
take a loan?

Once funded,what is their propensity to 
pay?



A prospect’s credit file is the most important factor in our decision process. For instance, when we analyze the 
likelihood of someone defaulting on an unsecured loan, some of the most valuable information for predicting 
that outcome is their earlier performance on unsecured loans. It is not a guarantee of future performance, but 
there is a high level of correlation.
If a prospect has a mortgage, our credit models will look at the dollar amount of their mortgage, how much 
has been paid down, and the time left on the mortgage. We’ll also look at their prior mortgage history. Same 
with credit cards, which are uniquely insightful in terms of understanding a consumer’s credit utilization. 
Historically, the higher the utilization rate on revolving credit, the higher the risk is.
The human touch
In “I, Pencil,” Reed highlighted the significant human contribution in pencil manufacturing. The same is 
true of every loan originated by BHG. Our loans are the manifestation of skilled craftspeople and engineers 
from all over the world. Their professional acumen covers the gamut of loan origination expertise, from credit 
underwriters who synthesize the data we pull to salespeople who supply white glove treatment through every 
step of the loan process.
Our staff includes data scientists, data analysts and data engineers, as well as highly quantitative business 
analytics professionals. We also employ several PhDs who elevate BHG to ever-increasing heights of 
sophistication in model development, model validation, current expected credit loss (CECL) methodology, 
pricing optimization, and cloud computing technology.
More than meets the eye
Like a pencil, there is much more to constructing a BHG loan than meets the eye. When banks buy BHG 
loans, they get the end product of a confluence of data, technology, mathematics, and predictive analytics, 
all intelligently synthesized by expert data scientists 
and engineers from across the globe. As such, I believe 
the loans we make available to community banks have 
been scrutinized to a deeper degree than any other 
unsecured loans you will find in the market. Our bank 
customers have benefited tremendously: since 2001, 
banks that have purchased BHG loans have earned 
over $1 billion in combined interest income, and our 
network of more than 1,500 community banks keeps 
growing.
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Here’s a closer look at the 500+ people who make 
up our loan origination team:

DATA ANALYTICS
170+ individuals who develop and monitor 
the performance of models, targeted 
marketing campaigns, lead routing 
strategies, credit and pricing policies, all 
based on extensive data resources.

CREDIT SPECIALISTS
60+ experts performing comprehensive 
analyses of financial histories to determine 
whether a prospect qualifies for funding. 
Additionally, we have another 20+ people 
on our fraud management team.

CLOSING TEAM
50+ professionals who sell the value of our 
loans and can adjust the interest rate of 
our loans within an approved range.

SALES FORCE
This 200+ person team is in constant 
communication with potential and 
incoming borrowers.
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Community Bankers of Michigan Associate Member
Product and Services Reference List
Thank you, Associate Members!! When Michigan’s community bankers are looking to do business, they
look to CBM Associate Members first who are ready to serve Michigan community banks with top-notch 
products and services designed to help banks succeed.
--Our Associate Plus Partners, offering members special discounts, are also listed separately.
Accounting/Audit/CPA Services
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Crowe LLP
Doeren Mayhew
FORVIS
Maynards Industries USA, LLC
Plante Moran
Rehmann
Advertising/Promotional 
Materials
Adobe
Creative House Marketing
International Outdoor
RJM
Spry
Appraisal Management
Midwest Appraisal Management
Miedema Appraisals 
Architecture/Construction
Daniels and Zermack Architects
Domain Cityscape Architects
K4 Architecture + Design
PWCampbell
Thompson-Phelan Group, Inc.
Asset Liability Management/
AML
The Baker Group
Bankers’ Bank
Hovde
ICBA Securities
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
United Bankers’ Bank
ATM/Debit Cards
Fiserv
ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A
SHAZAM
ATM Sales, Bank Equipment 
Sales & Services, Alarm Systems
ADT Commercial
Edge One, Inc.
Hamilton Safe Products Co., Inc
Informa Business Systems, Inc.
QSI Banking, Inc.
SHAZAM 
Bank Operations
ADT Commercial
Bankjoy
Hagle & Associates, Inc.
Informa Business Systems, Inc.
MeridianLink
QSI Banking, Inc.
RedRock Information Security, LLC
RelPro, Inc.
Strategic Resource Management

Bank Services
Allied Payment Network
Bankers’ Bank
Business Credit Reports, Inc.
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
Premium Credit Bureau
QwickRate
Board Portal
Ncontracts
Check Services Programs
Check Printing Contract Consulting
Main Street, Inc.
Capital Adequacy & Strategic
Planning Services
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
Hovde
Collections
BHG Financial
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co, L.P.A.
Compliance
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Bankers’ Bank
BHG Financial
Community Bankers Webinar Network
CBM Community Bankers for

Compliance Program
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Doeren Mayhew
Hovde
IT Resource, Inc.
Kus Ryan & Associates, PLLC
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
Ncontracts
Plante Moran
RADD LLC
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Rehmann
United Bankers’ Bank
Young & Associates, Inc.
Computer Services/
Software/IT Services
Allied Payment Network
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
CSI – Computer Services, Inc.
Edge One, Inc.
InfoTrust Corporation
IT Resource, Inc.
Jack Henry Banking
Lasco
MeridianLink
Ncontracts
Plinqit
RedRock Information Security, LLC
SHAZAM
Solvent

Consulting/Training
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Check Printing Contract Consulting
Clark Schaefer Hackett
Community Bankers Webinar Network
Crowe LLP
Don Jeffrey & Associates
Don Mann, Bank Consultant
Doeren Mayhew
Dorsey & Company Strategic Consultants
FORVIS
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
Gerry Weinberg and Associates –
 Sandler Training
Hagle & Associates, Inc.
High Risk Compliance
Hovde
IIC
IT Resource
JLH Associates, LLC
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
Plante Moran
PM Environmental, Inc.
RADD LLC
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Rehmann
Strategic Resource Management
Varnum, LLP
Young & Associates, Inc.
Consumer Lending
BHG Financial
MeridianLink
Premium Credit Bureau
Correspondent Banking
Services
Associated Bank
Bankers’ Bank
BMO Harris Bank
Comerica Bank FIG
TIB – The Independent BankersBank
United Bankers’ Bank
Credit Card Programs
BHG Financial
ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A.
Customer Acquisition 
Strategies
Kasasa
Plinqit
Strategic Resource Management
United Bankers’ Bank
Data Processing
CSI
Fiserv
Jack Henry Banking
Lasco
SHAZAM
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Disaster Recovery Planning
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Plante Moran
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Rehmann
Employee Benefit Services
CoStaff Services
Hylant - Grand Rapids
Michigan Planners
Podium Risk Management
Strategic Services Group
Trion Solutions, Inc.
Ulliance. Inc.
Environmental Services
PM Environmental, Inc.
Equipment Appraisal
Miedema Appraisals
Executive Benefit Consulting
Bank Compensation Consulting
EBS
Podium Risk Management
Executive Search/Recruiting
Angott Search Group
Rehmann
Rhonemus Group
Forced Placed Insurance
Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc.
Seattle Specialty Insurance Services, Inc.
Unitas Financial Services 
Fraud Deterrence
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
Rehmann
SHAZAM
Furniture/Furnishings
Financial Furnishings, Inc.
Government Affairs/Lobbying
Governmental Consultant Services,Inc.
Human Resource Services/
Payroll
Andrews Hooper Pavlik PLC
CoStaff Services
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
Insight HRM, LLC
Newcleus, LLC
Rehmann
Rhonemus Group
Strategic Services Group
Trion Solutions, Inc.
Ulliance, Inc. 
United Bankers’ Bank 
Information Technology
BankOnIT
Infotrust
IT Resource
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Insurance/Bonding
HUB International
Hylant – Grand Rapids
ICBA Reinsurance
Lee & Mason Financial Services, Inc. 
Podium Risk Management
Seattle Specialty Insurance Services
Travelers Insurance Co.
Unitas Financial Services
United Bankers’ Bank

Investment Banking Services
Ameriprise Group
Boenning & Scattergood, Inc.
D.A. Davidson & Co.
Donnelly Penman & Partners
Hovde
ICBA Securities
McQueen Financial Advisors
Newcleus, LLC
Performance Trust
Piper Sandler
The Baker Group
Item Processing
Fiserv
Legal/Law Firms
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
Honigman Miller Schwartz & Conn, LLP
Howard & Howard, PLLC
Hunton Andrews Kurth, LLP
Kotz Sangster Wysocki P.C.
Kus Ryan & Associates, PLLC
Varnum LLP
Warner Norcross & Judd, LLP
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A.
Lending Services
Bankjoy
BHG Loan Group
Business Credit Reports, Inc.
College Ave Student Loans
Crescent Mortgage Company
Grow Michigan
Enact Mortgage Insurance
Kasasa
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
MeridianLink
Michigan State Housing Development 

Authority (MSHDA)
Michigan Certified Development Corp. 

(MCDC)
Plinqit
Premium Credit Bureau
RelPro, Inc.
SimpleNexus
USDA Rural Development
Loan Review
BHG Financial
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
QwickRate
Managed Services
CSI
IT Resource
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Marketing Services
Adobe
Creative House Marketing
Dorsey & Company Strategic Consultants
IMAC
International Outdoor
Onovative
PWCampbell
RJM
WSI Internet Consulting
Marijuana Banking Services
High Risk Compliance
RADD LLC
Shield Compliance
Merchant Services
Electronic Merchant Systems
United Bankers’ Bank

Office Supplies 
Spry
Online Banking
Fiserv
MeridianLink
Performance/Peer 
Performance
QwickRate
Printing
ASAP Printing
Spry
Real Estate Services
Michigan State Housing Development 

Authority (MSHDA)
Miedema Asset Management Group
SimpleNexus
Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A.
Repossession and 
Liquidation
Miedema Asset Management Group
Sales Training
Gerry Weinberg and Associates –

Sandler Training
Security – Information 
Security & Managed Security 
Services
ICBA Securities
IT Resource 
RedRock Information Security, LLC
Securities/Investments
Bankers’ Bank
ICBA Securities
McQueen Financial Advisors
Performance Trust
Piper Sandler
The Baker Group
United Bankers’ Bank
Shipping
UPS
Strategic Planning
Dorsey & Company Strategic Consultants
Gerrish Smith Tuck PC
Hovde
Mackinac Credit + Compliance
Student Loans
College Ave Student Loans
Title Insurance
Investors Title Company
Website Design
Kasasa
WSI Internet Consulting
Wholesale Banking-Funding/
Mortgage Purchases
Crescent Mortgage Company
Federal Home Loan Bank of
 Indianapolis
401K Programs
Bankers Retirement Services
Empower
IIC
For individual company contact 
information, please contact us at 
517.336.4430 or visit www.cbofm.org.
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CBM Preferred Partners
Exceptional products and significant discounts!

Ameriprise Financial – Retail Investments – Multi-product 
insurance platform directly through your bank website.
Chris Melton – chris.melton@ampf.com – 636-938-5418

BHG Bank Group – Offering the sale of high-quality 
professional loans through their state of the art purchasing 
platform, the BHG Loan Hub.
Nellie Szczech – nellie@bhg-inc.com – 315-383-9648

Business Credit Reports, Inc. – Info-tech company offering 
blended bureau and D&B data into instant reports with scores, 
analytics and credit recommendations.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

College Ave Student Loans – Student loans – Loans for both 
students and parents to assist with undergrad and graduate 
education costs. Refinance loans available.
Lexy Spikes – lspikes@collegeave.com – 214-232-5272

EBS, a bank consulting company – Executive Benefits -
BOLI – Marketing, consulting and service firm specializing 
in the administration and placement of BOLI programs and 
Executive Benefit Plans.
Kirk Anderson – kanderson@ebscomp.com – 734-812-1150

Electronic Merchant Systems EMS – Leading provider of 
payment processing, merchant services solutions, and lucrative 
payment partnerships. Proudly serves financial institutions, 
retail, internet, startup and small businesses.
Parker Southerland – psoutherland@emscorporate.com – 
910-619-2126

Financial Furnishings, Inc. – Office Furniture Discounts – 
Premier discount resource for superior quality desks, workstation 
systems, seating, filing solutions, conference and training 
environments.
John Phelan – johnp@financialfurnishings.com – 586-725-5737

HUB International – Insurance programs – Specializing in 
designing program coverage areas and remediating existing 
policies.
Debra McManigle – debra.mcmanigle@hubinternational.com – 
269-441-5058

ICBA Securities – Bank Investments – Bonds – Provides a 
full suite of investment products and services.
Jim Reber – jreber@icbasecurities.com – 800-422-6442

When researching new service providers, or rethinking current ones, consider the CBM
Preferred Vendor Companies.  Those listed below earned the CBM seal of approval,
including special pricing for our members.  We have completed extensive due diligence
with each company available for your review.  Explore the revenue enhancements, cost reductions, and efficiency 
gains with these vendors and improve your bottom line!  Give us a call at 517-336-4430 or visit CBM online at
www.cbofm.org to obtain more information on the companies listed below.

ICBA Bancard & TCM Bank, N.A. – Payment Resources 
– Competitive credit, debit, prepaid and merchant processing 
options to help strengthen consumer and small business 
relationships.
Joe Buse – joe.buse@icba.org – 513-638-6352

International Marketing & Administration Company 
(IMAC) – Direct Marketing – Income Opportunities – Offers 
direct marketed consumer appreciation programs.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

Investors Title Company – Title Insurance – Multi-
bank owned title insurance program and Home Equity Title 
Insurance – Full instant coverage title insurance.
Sky Weaver – sweaver@invtitle.com – 989-387-8869

IT Resource, Inc. – Information Technology Solutions and 
Support – Specializing in intuitive managed support and 
managed security and compliance services.
Molly Reid – mollyr@itrw.net – 616-837-6930

JLH Associates, LLC – Consulting – Outsourced resource 
in insurance and financial services areas of bank operations 
including vendor sourcing and RPF facilitation, collateral 
insurance management, agency formation and revenue 
development.
Jim Harvin – jharvin@jlhassociatesllc.com – 517-351-4158

Main Street, Inc. – Simple and affordable check program 
solutions.
Ted Walton – twalton@mainstreetinc.com – 205-380-4000

Michigan Planners – Full suite of employee benefits including 
medical,dental, vision, life and disability products.
Joellen Wright – jwright@miplanners.com – 517-281-3688

Miedema Asset Management – Best in class auction and 
appraisal services for financial institutions. Real estate and 
repossession services.
Jared Hekstra – jared@1800lastbid.com – 616-291-7003

Ncontracts – 3rd Party Vendor and Contract Management – 
Providing web-based vendor and contract management services 
for financial institutions.
Steve Sconiers – steve.sconiers@ncontracts.com – 888-370-5552
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products + services
Onovative – Automated marketing and communication 
software provider to manage data throughout customer lifecycle.
Ted Walton – twalton@onovative.com – 205-380-4000

Plinqit – Mobile-first automated savings platform to forge and 
expand customer engagement and provide financial advice.
Marnie Keller – mkeller@plinqit.com – 202-329-3170

PM Environmental, Inc. – Environmental risk expert –
Consulting and management of environmental, engineering, 
industrial hygiene, and development projects.
Steve Price – price@pmenv.com – 248-414-1425

Podium Risk Management – Life, disability, long term 
care solutions and worksite solutions for business executives, 
management and businesses.
Paul Davis – paul@podiumriskmanagement.com – 248-678-9477

QwickRate – Non-brokered CD Marketplace for funding 
and investing.  IntelliCredit portfolio analysis and loan review 
solutions. Bank and CU data/research, CECL tool, credit stress 
test, and performance analytics.
Pam Sarubbi – pam.sarubbi@qwickrate.com – 678-797-4066

Seattle Specialty Insurance Services, Inc. (SSIS) – 
Lender placed insurance solutions for all your portfolio needs: 
Residential and commercial mortgages and consumer loans, 
REO and other collateral.
Kate Angles – kateangles@cbofm.org – 517-336-4430

SHAZAM – A national member-owned debit network, 
processor, and core provider. Single-source provider of credit/
debit card, core, fraud, marketing, merchant and more.
Learn more at shazam.net.
Andrew Huth – ahuth@shazam.net – 800-278-8150

Spry – Office Supplies, Print, Promo and Creative – Market 
and manage your brand efficiently. Disciplined budget 
management, smart solutions that win team compliance and 
thoroughly efficient brand management.
Trent Dahlstrom – trentd@sprybrands.com – 765-649-4888

Strategic Resource Management – Delivered more than 
$5 billion in bottom line savings to clients across vendor 
optimization, payments strategy, digital transformation, core 
processing and digital assets.
Scott Eaton – seaton@srmcorp.com – 952-412-9552

Travelers – Bank Insurance – Offering a wide range of 
commercial insurance coverages for financial institutions.
Andrew Hatheway – amhathew@travelers.com – 317-818-0195

Trion Solutions, Inc. – Professional Employer Organization 
– Payroll, benefits administration, regulatory compliance, 
workers comp, HR administration.
Jeff Caponigro – jeff@trionworks.com – 248-498-9234

UPS – Shipping – Overnight Shipping – Range of options for 
the synchronized movement of goods, information and funds.
Barb Mackie – bmackie@ups.com – 517-272-3629
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MCDC Announces Addition of Eric Maly
East Lansing, MI – Michigan Certified Development Corporation (MCDC) is pleased to announce the 
addition of Eric Maly as Senior Loan Officer for the Northern Lower Peninsula of Michigan. Eric will have 
an office located in Traverse City. Eric has a deep commitment to Traverse City, and to northern Michigan, 
and is proud to call the region “Home.”

His responsibilities with MCDC will include marketing the SBA 504 Loan Program by working with lenders, 
small business owners and other referral sources to secure SBA 504 financing.

Eric comes to MCDC from The Huntington National Bank where he was Vice 
President - Business Banking. He has over 20 years of commercial lending 
and healthcare administration experience. Eric received his Master of Business 
Administration from Lawrence Technological University and holds a bachelor’s 
degree in Business Administration with a concentration in Finance from the 
University of Michigan.

“Eric’s background and experience make him an ideal fit for MCDC” said President 
Mark Williams. “He will be a great addition to the organization and to the small 
businesses in an important region of the state. His appointment helps us advance
our mission of enhancing economic development and job growth in rural areas.”Eric Maly



&     
We believe in the marketing power held at the intersection of 
community and business. Amazing brands are built at this 
intersection, grown from a deep understanding of the 
customer's and business' goals. At RJM we understand how to 
tap into communities that grow businesses.

—

INTERSECTION OF
COMMUNITY     BUSINESS

RJM.MARKETING
517-783-2637
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Premier online source for 
non-brokered CD funding and 
investing

Powerful online analytics and 
regulatory tools that every bank 
can afford 

Insightful credit analysis and 
highly efficient loan reviews that 
bring huge time savings

With QwickRate®, your bank benefits from critical tools and services 
that are actually easy to launch, use and manage – essential in today’s 
environment. Community banks all over Michigan count on us for non-
brokered CD funding and investing, performance analysis and regulatory 
tools. Now with our game-changing IntelliCreditTM solutions, you have a 
simple and efficient way to detect and manage credit risk.

800.285.8626  www.qwickrate.com

Mission-critical tools for:
Loan Review. Liquidity. 
Peer Analysis.

uSIGN UP for a 3-month free trial of QwickAnalytics 

uCONTACT US for your next Loan Review

uGET A TOUR of all QwickRate solutions



1/3/2023 Final ATR/QM Rules: Guidance, ATR Options & Policy Update
Morning Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
1/4/2023 Advanced Issues in Dormant Accounts, Unclaimed Property & Escheatment
Morning Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
1/5/2023 The ABCs of RDC
Morning Michele L. Barlow, Macha/PAR
1/10/2023 Protecting the SBA Guarantee Start to Finish
 Kimberly A. Rayer, Starfield & Smith, PC
1/11/2023 BSA Officer Part 1: BSA Update for BSA Officers
Morning Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
1/12/2023 IRA Series: 
Morning  IRA & HSA Update: Discover What’s New & Changing
 Frank J. LaLoggia, LaLoggia Consulting, Inc.
1/17/2023 2023 Call Report Update
 Michael Gordon, Mauldin & Jenkins, LLC
1/18/2023 Beneficial Ownership Final Rule: Details & Deadlines
Morning Deborah L. Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.
1/18/2023 Beginning Security Officer: Dos, Don’ts & Compliance
 Barry Thompson, Thompson Consulting Group, LLC

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO ORDER, VISIT WWW.CBOFM.ORG;
CLICK ON “WEBINARS” ON THE HOMEPAGE OR EMAIL CBM@FINANCIALEDINC.COM

Upcoming Webinars
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1/19/2023 Credit Analysis Series:
Morning  Cash Flow Analysis Part 1: Debt Service Coverage, Global Cash Flow & More
 Robert L. Viering, RiverPointUSA LLC
1/24/2023 Credit Reporting Risks in the Banking Environment
 David A. Reed, Reed & Jolly, PLLC
1/25/2023 2022 HMDA Submission Due March 1, 2023: 
60 Min. a.m. Updates, Challenges & Real-Life Examples
 Susan Costonis, Compliance Training and Consulting for Financial Institutions
1/25/2023 Qualifying Borrowers Using Personal Tax Returns Part 1: Schedules B & C
 Timothy P. Harrington, TEAM Resources
1/26/2023 CTR Line-by-Line: Accuracy & Insight
Morning Mary-Lou Heighes, Compliance Plus, Inc.
1/31/2023 Anti-Money Laundering Act: Update & Lessons Learned
Morning Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
2/1/2023 Mortgage Defaults: Workouts, Alternatives, Foreclosures, Short Sales & More
Morning Elizabeth Fast, Spencer Fane LLP
2/2/2023 Regulatory Update for the Credit Analyst
Morning Robert L. Viering, RiverPointUSA LLC
2/7/2023 Top Five Marketing Trends for 2023 & Beyond
60 Minutes Diane Pape Reed, HR Doc
2/8/2023 Mastercard Debit Card Chargebacks: Rules, Rights & Challenges
 Diana Kern, SHAZAM, Inc.
2/9/2023 SAR Line-by-Line: Compliance & Decision-Making
Morning Mary-Lou Heighes, Compliance Plus, Inc.
2/14/2023 Credit Analysis Series: 
Morning  Cash Flow Analysis Part 2: Deeper Analysis, Balance Sheet & External Factors
 Robert L. Viering, RiverPointUSA LLC

education
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2/14/2023 Qualifying Borrowers Using Personal Tax Returns Part 2: Schedules D, E & F
 Timothy P. Harrington, TEAM Resources
2/15/2023 BSA for Frontline Staff
Morning Deborah L. Crawford, Gettechnical Inc.
2/16/2023 Compliance Officers: Advanced Deposit & Consumer Compliance Training
Morning Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.
2/21/2023 Five Reasons to Prepare for 1071 Rules: 
60 Min. a.m. Small Business Reporting for Women & Minority Owned Businesses
 Susan Costonis, Compliance Training and Consulting for Financial Institutions
2/22/2023 Debt Resolution Series:  

TDR Comeback: Qualification Under CECL & End of CARES Act
 Stephen J.M. Schiltz, CLA
2/28/2023 Banking Military Personnel: MLA, SCRA & Recent Citations
Morning Dawn Kincaid, Brode Consulting Services, Inc.

Webinar Times
Morning webinars are held at 10:00 a.m. Central.  
Afternoon webinars are held at 2:00 p.m. Central.



A BETTER STUDENT 
LOAN EXPERIENCE

FOR YOUR BANK AND CUSTOMERS

collegeave.com/cbmFind out more about partnering with 
College Ave Student Loans. 
Brian Reed  I  breed@collegeave.com
610-620-4322

©2022 College Ave Student Loans. All Rights Reserved

Serve Your Best Customers 
Keep these families banking with you

Avoid All Lending and 
Administration 
Simply refer your customers with 
 student loan needs 

Generate Fee Income 
Receive revenue for each funded loan

Private Student Loans 
Undergrad, Grad, Parent, and Refinance
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Risk Management Forum*
January 24, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Economic Outlook Summit
February 3, 2023
The Henry Center, Lansing + Virtual

CFO Forum
February 7, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

HR Forum
February 16, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Advanced BSA/AML Training*
March 1, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Community Bankers for Compliance (CBC)
March 2, 2023
The Henry Center, Lansing + Virtual

ICBA LIVE
March 12-16, 2023
Honolulu, Hawaii

Credit Analyst Certification – Session 1
March 21-22, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Michigan Bank Directors’ College &
Regulatory Round Table
March 28, 2022
The Henry Center, Lansing + Virtual

UPCOMING EVENTS

Credit Analyst Certification – Session 1
March 21-22, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Lending Forum – Session 1
April 13, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Retail Banking Forum 
April 20, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Credit Analyst Certification – Session 2
April 25-26, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

ICBA Capital Summit
May 2-5, 2023
Washington, D.C.

Community Bankers for Compliance (CBC)
May 18, 2023
The Henry Center, Lansing + Virtual

Cybersecurity Conference
May 23, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

Folds of Honor Golf Outing
June 12, 2023
American Dunes Golf Club, Grand Haven

Credit Analyst Certification – Session 3
June 27-28, 2023
James D. MacPhee Center + Virtual

*New event
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Community Bankers for Compliance 2023
Community  Bankers  of  Michigan  is  pleased  to  sponsor  the  annual  Community  Bankers  for
Compliance Program (CBC)  once again.  Presented by Young & Associates,  Inc.,  the CBC Program
continues to be the longest running compliance training program in the country.

The CBC Program will allow your bank to stay up to date on the ever‐changing bank regulations and will
give  guidance  for  structuring  and  maintaining  your  in‐bank  compliance  program.  Bankers  who  are
responsible  for  regulatory  compliance  can  discuss  issues  and  exchange  ideas  with  other  community
bankers.

Membership to the CBC Program consists of the following:

Quarterly Seminars. A compliance seminar is provided each quarter. The topic is selected
based on  the most  recent  industry  and regulatory  developments  which may have an
impact on community banks. Each person attending the program will receive a detailed
manual, written in full narrative, that they can take back to the bank as a reference and
training tool. **Sessions will be offered both in‐person and virtually** 

Monthly Newsletter. The Compliance Update newsletter is sent to program members each
month. It provides an update of compliance issues that impact community banks.

Compliance Hotline. Members of the program may call the Young & Associates’ toll‐free
number or  visit  their  website  for  compliance  questions  that  may  arise  daily.  Young  &
Associates has many qualified compliance professionals available to answer your questions.
This service ensures that your bank is just a phone call or click away from the information
you need to answer your compliance questions.

CBC Members Only Web Page. This web page is reserved for banks that are registered
members of the CBC Program. In it you will find timely information and tools provided by
Young & Associates, Inc., that can be used to enhance the regulatory compliance function
at your bank.

2023 CBC Dates
March 2nd 

May 18th 

August 17th 

November 2nd 

In-person sessions will be held at The Henry Center, Michigan State University,

Lansing, Michigan. Can’t make it in person? Join us for a full virtual experience on the

session day or watch the recorded session later at your convenience. 

Enroll your bank today! For a detailed brochure and to enroll, please visit www.cbofm.org

Questions??? Contact CBM at 517.336.4430 or info@cbofm.org
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One Encompass® integration,
endless possibilities. 

SimpleNexus is the end-to-end platform that gives your 

borrowers a modern mortgage experience, from application 

to close. Our Encompass® integration means your borrowers 

get single sign-on convenience, and your LOs have the digital 

tools they need to stay competitive.

See why we're trusted by
over 47,000 loan officers:

www.simplenexus.com



Successful completion of a wide variety of
searches from Branch Manager to CEO. 101 South Main Street Rochester, MI 48307

www.asgteam.com | (248) 650-4800

We will find your next top performer  

Building a relationship with a consultant to 
the point that they are a true partner is 

very rare. And that is exactly what Angott 
Search Group has done with me and my 

financial institution. 

Bringing Great People and Great Companies Together Since 1981.

President & CEO of a $1.2 Billion Midwest Bank

Contact us today!



ChoiceOne Bank Welcomes Chris Allamon, Steve Turk, Elijah Williams
Sparta, MI – ChoiceOne Bank (NASDAQ: COFS) (“ChoiceOne”) is pleased to welcome Vice President, Director of 
Technology and Innovation Chris Allamon, Assistant Vice President, IT Project Manager Steve Turk, and Mortgage 
Loan Originator Elijah Williams. 

“We are pleased to welcome Chris, Steve and Elijah to our ChoiceOne Information Technology and Mortgage teams,” 
said ChoiceOne CEO Kelly Potes. “ChoiceOne has always taken the lead in providing innovative services and technology, 
including mortgages. Over the years, we have made significant advances in our financial services and industry-leading 
technology. These men will bring extensive experience and education in technology, innovation, and mortgage lending. 

Their insight will complement our continued advancements in high-speed convenience and 
best-in-class financial solutions as we continue to expand our footprint in Michigan.”

Chris Allamon, Vice President, Director of Technology and Innovation joins ChoiceOne 
with over 20 years of extensive experience in information technology and security, working 
in the financial and automobile industry. He was most recently Vice President, Director of 
Information Technology and Security for a regional bank in Michigan for the last nine years.

Allamon has a Bachelor of Science in Electronic Engineering Technology with a minor in 
Business and Computer Science from DeVry University, Columbus, Ohio. He is a member of 
Wayne State University Mike Ilitch School of Business Information Systems Management 
and a member of HMG Strategy Detroit CIO Leadership Summit.

Chris Allamon

Chelsea State Bank Welcomes Nicole Bell Marketing, Communications & 
Community Relations Director
Chelsea, MI – Chelsea State Bank welcomes Nicole (Nikkie) Bell as Marketing, Communications & Community 
Relations Director.

“I am very pleased to welcome Nikkie to our Chelsea State Bank team,” said Chelsea State Bank President and CEO 
Joanne Rau. “This is the first full-time Marketing, Communications & Community Relations Director CSB has hired. 
As our Bank expands, it is essential that we continue to focus on providing exceptional service to our customers and the 
communities we serve. Nikkie brings a wealth of marketing, communications, and community relations experience to 

CSB that will prove invaluable as we grow our community Bank franchise.”

Nicole (Nikkie) Bell joins Chelsea State Bank with over 14 years of experience working at 
Michigan Works! Southeast in various roles, and most recently as their Communications 
Manager. In her new position, Bell is responsible for leading the Bank’s marketing efforts, 
internal and external communications, and working closely with community partners.

Active in 100 Women Who Care, Chelsea Area, Bell previously participated in a variety 
of marketing workgroups and community collaborative groups throughout Hillsdale, 
Jackson, Lenawee, Livingston, and Washtenaw Counties and with the Labor and Economic 
Development/Workforce Development Agency within the State of Michigan. She is a 
recipient of Jackson’s 30 & Under Leadership Award.

Bell has her Bachelor of Science in Organizational Management from Spring Arbor 
University in Spring Arbor and an Associate in Graphic Design from Muskegon Community College.

“As we welcome Nikkie, we are saddened to have said goodbye to our part-time Marketing Specialist Felicia Mann,” 
said Rau. “Felicia expertly led our marketing and community relations efforts for the last two years. She closed out her
career with CSB by organizing and hosting our 125th Anniversary celebration on September 24. Over 1,000 customers 
and community families attended our anniversary party. It was a tremendous success thanks to Felicia. We salute Felicia 
as she embarks on her most rewarding career as a stay-at-home Mom.”

Nicole Bell

community connections
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Steve Turk, Assistant Vice President, IT Project Manager joins ChoiceOne with nearly 
20 years of extensive experience in the information technology (IT) field, working in the 
automobile industry, and five years as the President and Owner of Turk Home Improvement, 
LLC. 

Turk has a Master of Science in Information Systems Management from Carnegie Mellon 
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science from 
the University of Michigan, Flint. Active in the community, Turk has assisted Lapeer 
Community Schools in developing a Track & Field Score Tracker and assisted the Lapeer 
City Police Officers in developing software to track the Cops for the Community 5k Run. 
He has been an Assistant Football Coach for the 4th and 5th grade Lynch Lions in Lapeer 
Community Schools. Turk is a volunteer for winter food assistance and homeless programs 

through First Presbyterian Church of Lapeer.

Elijah Williams, Mortgage Loan Originator (East Market) joins ChoiceOne with over 
10 years of senior mortgage lending experience. Williams began his banking career as a 
Senior Mortgage Banker with a national online mortgage company. His last six years were 
spent working with a regional bank as a Senior Mortgage Officer. He will work out of the 
Oakland Loan Office, located at 903 N. Opdyke Road in Auburn Hills, serving clients in 
ChoiceOne’s East Market.

Williams has a Bachelor of Science from Northwood University in Midland with majors in 
Marketing, Advertising and Management.

Steve Turk

Elijah Williams

Contact Costaff at hello@costaffservices.com
or (248) 671-1400 for more information.  

community connections
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5th Annual Flivver Hockey Teddy Bear Toss

(L-R): Kingsford High School Varsity Hockey Team Head Coach Greg Wadge; KHS Hockey Players Nick Doran, Hunter Hulkkonen, Gabe LaFreniere, 
Isaiah Anderson, Niko Burgoon, Brett Berglund, Hart Debidart, Wyatt Scott; Jake Hogberg and Matthew Lutz of First National Bank & Trust

Iron Mountain, MI – First National Bank & Trust’s Project Teddy Bear program is pleased to announce the Fifth 
Annual Bring-a-Bear Teddy Bear Toss, with the goal of collecting new stuffed animals to donate to local area emergency 
responders, charities, and crisis centers.  The Teddy Bear Toss took place Tuesday, November 22 at Mountain View Ice 
Arena when the Kingsford Flivvers took on the Escanaba Eskymos.  
“Speaking to our local emergency responders and hearing their touching stories about the truly positive effects of giving 
a child a stuffed animal during an emergency situation reiterates why First National Bank & Trust created Project Teddy 
Bear,” said Matthew Lutz, First National Bank & Trust Chief Financial Officer.  “That hit very close to home a couple 
of years ago when I was in the Emergency Room with my son, and saw his face light up when he was handed a stuffed 
animal.  It is for those reasons we are enthusiastic about continuing to grow this wonderful family friendly event and will 
hopefully break our previous records of collecting stuffed toys.”
The Flivver Hockey program was also excited to host the event. “KHS hockey is proud to be a part of the Teddy Bear 

Toss event; it’s a fun time and helps so many 
kids during a crisis in our community,” said 
Greg Wadge, head coach of the Kingsford 
High School Varsity Hockey Team. 
“Additionally, having all those teddy bears 
tossed on the ice during a game adds extra 
excitement and we are grateful for our fans 
and happy to help out the community.”
Since its inception in 2017, Project Teddy 
Bear has donated over 1,500 new stuffed 
toys to local organizations.  Project Teddy 
Bear is part of First National Bank & 
Trust’s ongoing dedication to supporting 
and strengthening our community. 

Backed by decades of banking experience, our compliance specialists partner with your 
bank to provide a year-round Compliance Advantage. Designed with a proactive, 
structured and sustainable approach to compliance risk management in mind, our 
Compliance Advantage can help your bank monitor and improve regulatory compliance 
performance, while reducing the burden on internal staff.

PROACTIVE. STRUCTURED. SUSTAINABLE.

Insight. Oversight. Foresight.®

Compliance Risk Management Solutions Delivered

See what our advantage has to offer your bank. Contact us today.
doeren.com  | 888.433.4839
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County National Bank Announces Promotion of Randy Tate to VP – Loss 
Mitigation Officer
Hillsdale, MI – Joe R. Williams, President and CEO of County National Bank (“CNB”),
is pleased to announce the recent promotion of Randy Tate to Vice President – Loss 
Mitigation Officer.

Randy joined CNB in September of 2009 as Loss Mitigation Manager with extensive 
experience and training in loss mitigation & delinquency management with both Fannie 
Mae (FNMA) and The Federal Housing Association (FHA). He was promoted to Loss 
Mitigation Officer in March of 2011 and to Assistant Vice President in May of 2015. 
He has successfully managed the CNB Loss Mitigation Department for several years, 
primarily focused on consumer and mortgage lending. Within the last year, he has accepted 
responsibility for commercial loan relationships and has put processes and procedures in 
place to better manage the commercial loan portfolio.

Randy attended Western Michigan University and Wright State University, where he studied business management. 
He gives back to his community through his church, serving on the Michigan Works! Southeast Outreach Advisory 
Committee, and various CNB sponsored activities.

Randy Tate

Tri-County Bank attends Career Fair
Tri-County Bank of Brown City recently exhibited at the Romeo High School 
career fair to bring awareness to students about the many career opportunities 
in the banking industry.

Pictured: Joe Worden & Amy Wegner
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Don’t miss an opportunity to better serve your customers and attract 
new customers. Community Prepaid through Bankers’ Bank is a new 
solution that allows community banks to provide reloadable and gift 
cards to your customers. Don’t be fooled, not all prepaid programs are 
the same.

With Community Prepaid, 
you’ll have:

• No upfront costs — no charge 
even for the plastics

• No compliance concerns — 
Bankers’ Bank owns the assets

• No complicated balancing or 
accounting issues — offset load amounts and be paid your 
revenues directly into your Bankers’ Bank DDA account

• No reason to not add this to your product set

1 IN 5 CUSTOMERS 
USE PREPAID CARDS 
ON A MONTHLY BASIS

Visit BankersBank.com to learn how our new prepaid 
program can benefit your bank and customers.




